
Welcome to the world of Zigotos: unique and wacky creatures ready to do anything 
 to answer all the questions you would never have dared to ask! For each question asked, 

secretly vote for the Zigoto that you think best corresponds to the question. 
If the absolute majority is concentrated on a Zigoto, then he will be elected 

and will compete for the final election of Zuper-Zigoto. 

Will you be able to stay connected enough to elect the Zuper-Zigoto?
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RULES

GAME CONTENTSGAME CONTENTS

OBJECT OF THE GAMEOBJECT OF THE GAME
Analyze the special characteristics of each Zigoto in the game and vote with an absolute 
majority for the one that is the best match for the question asked. Then, unanimously vote for 
the Zuper-Zigoto before you run out of Connection tokens.

Who loves dogs?

 z 70 Zigoto cards 
 z 46 Question cards
 z 48 Vote tokens  

 numbered from 
 1 to 6, divided in 8 colors 
 (aquamarine, dark blue, pink, 
 purple, green, black, yellow  
 and orange)

 z Zigoto Place tokens numbered 
from 1 to 6

 z 8 Connexion tokens
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Who loves dogs? 
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Number of players: 3 4 or 5 6 or 7 8

EASY MODE 3 tokens 4 tokens 5 tokens 6 tokens

REGULAR MODE 2 tokens 3 tokens 4 tokens 5 tokens

EXPERT MODE 1 tokens 2 tokens 3 tokens 4 tokens

Example of a 
4-player setup  
in EASY MODE

 SETUPSETUP
A A Spread out the 6 Zigoto Place tokens in two lines of 3 tokens each.
B B Make a pile with the Zigoto cards. Make a pile with the Question cards. Place the 2 piles slightly 
out of the way of the Zigoto Place tokens.
C C Place 1 Zigoto card under each Zigoto Place token.
D D Give 6 Vote tokens of the same color to each player.
E E Take a number of Connection tokens out of the box according to the number of players and 
difficulty level you choose:
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Example of a 6-player round: There are 3 votes for the Zigoto number 
3 and the remaining 3 votes are spread between the Zigotos number 

1, 2 and 4. The round is lost because none of the Zigotos received 
an absolute majority of votes.

HOW TO PLAY HOW TO PLAY 
The game is played in a succession of rounds to elect the best Zigotos, and ends with the final 
round in which the players try to unanimously elect the Zuper-Zigoto. 

HOW TO PLAY A ROUND: ELECTING THE CANDIDATES 
1. Read the question on the first card of the Question pile out loud.
2. All the players secretly spot, without consulting each other, which one of the 6 Zigotos best 
matches the question asked.
Each player uses one of their Vote tokens to indicate the 
number of the Place token matching the Zigoto they secretly 
selected. Then, all players place their Vote token face down 
in front of them.
During this phase of the game, you must not give any 
hint on which Zigoto you will vote for. At most, you can 
comment on the group as a whole. If a player accidentally 
discloses which Zigoto they will vote for, remove the 
Question card from the game and read the next card on 
the Question pile. 
3. Reveal your Vote token all at the same time:

 z If an absolute majority of players voted for the same 
Zigoto: Congrats, you’ve won the round! 

 z If you have unanimously voted for the same Zigoto:   
Congrats, you’ve won the round!
Because of this perfect connection, 
you earn a reward! Add a Connection 
token to your stock. 

Put the solved Question card back 
in the game box. 
Place the elected Zigoto in a line 
above the Zigoto Place tokens. 
Then, draw another Zigoto from 

the Zigoto pile and place 
it under the empty 
Zigoto Place token.

Who loves dogs? 

Who can solve 
this equation?

 z If you haven’t reached an absolute majority of votes for one 
Zigoto: Oh no, you lost the round! Put one of the Connection 
tokens and the Question card back in the game box. Start a new 
round by reading the next Question card on the Question pile. 

Watch out! If you run out of Connection tokens in your stock,  
all the players immediately lose the game.

Who loves dogs? 

Note : you cannot 
have more than 8 
Connection tokens.
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At the end each round, don’t hesitate to justify your own 
vote so everyone else understands what motivated it.
As soon as 6 Zigotos have been elected, put the 5 Zigoto 
cards remaining under the Place tokens back in the game 
box, and move on to the Final round. 

END OF THE GAME. HOW TO PLAY THE FINAL ROUND: THE ELECTION OF ZUPER-ZIGOTO
You have elected 6 Zigotos; it’s now time to decide between them and elect the Zuper-Zigoto! 
To make this critical choice, you must vote unanimously.

Before starting a new vote, center the remaining 
Zigotos and their Place token on the table.

1. Place a nominated Zigoto under each 
Zigoto Place Token.

2. Read the next Question on top of the 
Question pile out loud.

3. Vote and then reveal your votes in the 
same manner as the previous rounds. 

 z If ALL the players have voted for the 
same Zigoto: Congrats, you have elected 
the Zuper-Zigoto unanimously and you 
win the game!

 z If you voted for different Zigotos:  
Put the Zigotos that haven’t received 
any vote back in the box, along with their 
matching Place token, the Question card, 
and one Connection token.

Start a new vote with the next question on top of the Question pile.
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Losing the game: if at the end of a vote, you don’t have any Connection token left, you lose the 
game without getting to know who is the Zuper-Zigoto. You can try again by playing a new game!


